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QUESTION 1

Which statement describes the purpose of Timer B? 

A. Timer B determines the maximum allowable call duration. 

B. Timer B determines the length of time Session Manager allows a telephone to ring before canceling the call and
routing it elsewhere. 

C. Timer B determines the maximum time period between a dispatched request and the anticipated "200 OK". 

D. Timer B determines the period of time a Session Manager waits for a response before canceling the request and
perhaps routes it elsewhere. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A Configuration Manager instance has been set up by an inexperienced administrator. A SIP entity in the network is
failing on a regular basis and Session Manager sometimes does not detect the failure for up to 30minutes. Which two
Session Manager Configuration fields could have been set incorrectly? (Choose two) 

A. Proactive cycle time. 

B. Reactive cycle time. 

C. Timer period 

D. Override port and transport with DNS SRV 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Review the output of the command shown in the exhibit. Which command is used to generate these results and what
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does it tell you? 

A. swversion displays the Session Manager Release information. 

B. statapp displays the current status of the Session Manager services. 

C. initDRS displays the Session Manager Node registration and data replication. 

D. traceSM displays a ladder trace of the SIP requests going in and out of the Session Manager. 

E. smconfig displays the network information and status the Session Manager. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

Which parameter is required when installing the System Manager 6.1 (SMGR) template? 

A. SMGR IP address 

B. The IP of the remote server providing High Availability 

C. Subnet network mask 

D. Network Time Protocol (NTP) settings. 

E. Default Gateway IP 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 5
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When creating a New User Profile, an administrator is asked to enter, two separate passwords for the new user. Which
statement best describes the need for two different passwords? 

A. The Identity password is used in authenticating the user when accessing the user\\'s management console, while the
Communication Profile is used to authenticate the user when logging in on a telephone. 

B. The Communication Profile is the prime password for authenticating the user while the Identity password is a backup
password used to reset the Communication Profile In cases where the prime password is forgotten. 

C. The Identity password is used when logging in to a telephone that connected to the corporate network while the
Communication Profile is used while logging in with a VPN telephone or the corporate network. 

D. The Identity password is used when logging into a telephone in to a communication profile password enables further
privileges and capability. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A company has multi-location voice network. They are introducing Session Manager to make their routing centralized.
They have Avaya Communication Manager at their main location. For the SIP telephone on Session Manager to call the
H.323 telephones on communication Manager, which adaption module may be used in their configuration? 

A. ChangeDomain 

B. DigitConversionAdapter 

C. NumberAdaptation 

D. DomainChangeAdapter 

E. DefaultAdapter 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A new feature server has been deployed in the network. The feature server must be applied to all calls made and
received by the user. A technician has been asked to make the necessary arrangements. After adding a SIP Entity and
Entity Link, which sequence describes the next steps that should be taken? 

A. Navigate to the user\\'s User Profile and open the Session Manager Profile. From the Originating Application
Sequence drop down list, select the new Application Sequence. Repeat for the Terminating Application Sequence drop
down list. Mark them both as being Mandatory. 

B. Define the new feature as an Application. Add the Application to an Application Sequence. Mark the Application
Sequence as Mandatory. Add the Application Sequence to user\\'s User Profile. 

C. Create a new Application Sequence or edit one that already exists. Add details of the new feature to the Application
Sequence. Mark the new feature as being mandatory. Apply the Application Sequence to user\\'s Originating and
Terminating Application Sequences In their Session Manager Profile. 

D. Define a new Application that details the new feature. Add the new Application to an Application Sequence. Mark the
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new feature as being mandatory. Apply the Application Sequence to both Originating and Terminating Application
Sequences in the user\\'s Session Manager Profile. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements describe the purpose of a System Manager (SMGR) role? (Choose two.) 

A. It provides access to any number of resources managed by SMGR. 

B. It impacts the originating and terminating applications that can be sequenced for a user. 

C. It is automatically held by users that have been added to any group containing that role. 

D. It can be held by multiple administrators at the same time and a single administrator can have multiple roles enabling
tight control of access. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two statements about backing up System Manager (SMGR) product and user profile data are true? (Choose
two) 

A. It is used when moving user details from one SMGR to another SMGR in the Avaya Aura eco- system. 

B. It is made to a file location, either on or off the SMGR server. 

C. It is made to preserve user and other configuration data during a SMGR upgrade. 

D. It is used later when attempting to restore role definitions that may have become corrupted without affecting other
configuration changes made after the backup was taken. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

While reviewing the session Manager logs, you notice a log entry that describes that state of an entity "down". Later,
you check the logs and notice another log entry that reports the same entity is "partially up". Which troubleshooting
procedure will help you to isolate and identify the Entity problem? 

A. Run traceSM to capture SIP INVITE message from the entity to determine if there is a display in the network. 

B. Run SIP monitoring diagnostics along with ICMP ping to the Entity to verify its connectivity. 

C. Run traceSM100 to capture SIP MONITOR message from the entity to determine if there is a delay in the network. 

D. Run SIP Entity Performance on the Entity to determine id SIP OPTIONS messages are being blocked on the
network. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

An organization is adding four Session Managers installed to its network. The installation scripts for all four session
Manager Instances have completed and all services have been started but none have yet been configured with Session
Manager. The technician\\'s task is to use System Manager to set up the four Session Managers in an in (n-1)/n
redundant arrangement ready for adding users to redundant Session Manager Pairs. Which sequence best describes
the tasks that are to be performed? 

A. Ensure that a Location and SIP Domain suitable for each Session Manager is defined. Add each Session Manager
as a SIP Entity. Associate each Session Manager SIP Entity with a Session Manager instance. Set up Entity Links
between each Session Manager. 

B. Define each Session Manager as a SIP Entity. Establish relationships between them by defining Routing Policies
based on their respective locations. Add appropriate Adaptations to each Session Manager. 

C. Define each Session Manager as a SIP Entity by creating Entity Links. Create Communication Profiles for each
Session Manager. 

D. Add each Session Manager as Routing Agents. Establish links between them by adding Locations. Mark each
Session Manager as being \\'active\\' or \\'standby\\'. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

While performing routine maintenance a technician has had to re-install System Platform. Which statement describes
what must be done next? 

A. The SMGR Template must be installed. 

B. The SMGR Template must be installed, followed by the utilities domain (in that order), 

C. The utilities domain must be installed, followed by the SMGR Template (In that order), 

D. The Dom-0 must be installed, followed that order) by the utilities domain and then the SMGR Template (in that
order). 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Review the error message in the installation log shown in the exhibit. What is the probable cause for initDRs to fail and
how can it be fixed? 

A. There is a non-bidirectional FQDN resolution between Session Manager and System Manager. Verify the enrollment
password used to initialize trust management has not expired 

B. There is a JMX connection error. Verify the enrollment password used to initialize trust management has not expired. 
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C. There is a non-bidirectional FQDN resolution between Session Manager and System Manager. Verify that either the
System Manager or the Session Manager has updated DNS records or the hostnames have been added to the
/etc/hosts file on the Session Manager and the System Manager. 

D. There is a JMX connection error. Verify that either the System Manager or the Session Manager has updated DNS
records, or the hostnames have been added to the /etc/hosts file on the Session Manager and the System Manager. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

In which configuration do multiple Session Manager Instances run for optimal redundant 

A. Active-Standby 

B. Supervisor Redundant 

C. Hot Standby 

D. Active-Active 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

All administrator is instructed to add a Regular Expression to Routing Policy that matches all dialed numbers being with
a 14 and 15 (for example 14000 and 15999, but not 24000). Which two regular expression patterns will match against
such numbers? (Choose Two) 

A. sip: [1\]{1}4*5*[0-9\]{3} 

B. sip: [1\]{1}[4-5\]{1}[0-9][3] 

C. sip: 1[4-5\][0-9\][0-9\] 

D. sip: 1(4/5){1}[0-9]* 

Correct Answer: BC 
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